ASKET Ltd – Anti Piracy Bridge Cards
The Anti Piracy Bridge Cards have evolved over a period of
6 years, and are designed to provide a Vessel Master and
Bridge Team with a quick reference guide for use in a
piracy situation, to compliment the Ships Security Plan,
BMP4 and other relevant guidance.
Originally designed by the author as a leave behind guide
for the Master after conducting vessel security audits and
training, and was subsequently used to assist the Master
by providing him a reference guide for when unarmed and
later armed teams embarked his vessel.
The cards are now available to download online or via the free ASKET Maritime Security App available
on both the Apple Store and Play Store for Android.
A pirate attack is quick and the pirates are unpredictable even a well trained bridge team may make
mistakes in the heat of the moment as for other ships drills and maritime incidents a check list is an
important tool.
Several incidents in the HRA area have occurred where the ships crew and embarked security team
although having trained together have not coordinated correctly during an actual incident which has led
to mistakes being made and lives being put at risk.
In one case during an attack due to the size of the vessel the team leader was forced to move out side to
command his team and so left the Master on the bridge with no safe means of communication, the crew
were mustered into a holding area which was a cross passage above the engine room on A Deck. During
the attack the pirates opened fire at the vessel in the vicinity of A Deck and the crew were unnecessarily
put at risk. This was no individuals fault but a lack of communications and procedure.
The Anti Piracy Bridge Card is designed to help avoid
these types of mistake and protect seafarers, for this
reason it is offered by ASKET Ltd as a free resource we
only ask that you credit ASKET in any reference to the
card, and if you have any suggestions or comments
then we would be delighted to hear from you.
The card is a reference guide and is limited by size and
as such may be used in conjunction with the SSP, BMP4
and other relevant guidance.
Get more free resources and check lists via our Free Maritime Security App available to download now
http://www.asket.co.uk/#!app/c8gq
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